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I am delighted to welcome you to the Spring edition of
College Life.  I say spring: at time of writing it is a damp
and miserable morning outside but inside the College
and Prep are buzzing with an atmosphere of enthusiasm
and excitement for the term ahead.  We are expecting a
very busy Trinity term
this year as we make
our final preparations
for the examination
season.  Every year I say
to students your time is
now, find that last bit of
motivation, push on
through to the end and
be proud that you have given your all to achieve the best
that you can.  Know that we are here to support you, and
will do so, but only you can do the hard work!

Our 450th anniversary year continues, making 2018 a
very special time to be part of the Edmundian
community; we are making history and I hope you are
ready to join in the events and celebrations.  Trinity term
sees our 450th anniversary charity run with 5km and
10km races at the end of April (I will see you on the start
line!) and the highly anticipated #StEdsFest on the
afternoon of Saturday 23rd June.  The festival is an ideal
time to bring together families and the local community
for a day of music, food and fun in the sun so book your
tickets now – I look forward to celebrating the day with
you all.

God bless you all and happy reading!  

Avita Pro Fide! 
PAULO DURÁN, HEADMASTER 
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Thanksgiving Mass at Westminster

The Lent term heralded the beginning of our 450th anniversary year and saw the College travel to 
Westminster Cathedral for a thanksgiving Mass to mark the occasion. 

Father Lyness, our Priest in Residence and Principal
Celebrant at the Mass told us:

“The Cathedral Church of the Most Precious Blood,
Westminster, the Mother Church of the Archdiocese of
Westminster and of all Catholics in England and Wales
looms large over that part of London.  It gives out an
uncompromising message that the Catholic Church and the
Catholic Faith are an integral part of life in our country.  It
was not always so and the English College, Douai and St
Edmund’s College, Old Hall Green are almost entirely
responsible for the fact that Catholics now have a firm place
in modern British society.  It was absolutely right that the
opening of the 450th Anniversary Year, commemorating the
founding of the English College in Douai in 1568, began with
a Mass, not in our College Chapel but in our Mother Church.”

It was a truly memorable event with well over a
thousand members of the Edmundian community
gathered together, from Year 5 in our Prep School to
the Rhetoricians, parents, staff and governors and
great numbers of Old Edmundians, to look back not
just on our unique and glorious history but also to
reflect on our mission as a Catholic school and be
inspired by the witness and courage of our martyrs
and predecessors.  

We were 
granted the rare honour of 
moving St John Southworth’s body into the nave.
Our House Captains in the Prep and College lay
wreaths at Bishop Challoner’s tomb, bringing past and
future together with gratitude and pride. 

For many of our students, especially those of other
faiths and/or from overseas it was their first time at
the Cathedral and they were genuinely moved by the
beauty of the occasion.  Our servers, thrilled by the
honour and not a little nervous, looked entirely
unfazed; Schola Cantorum sang beautifully and had
the privilege of singing a piece composed for our
anniversary by Old Edmundian Paul Evernden (91-97),
Ego Veni Loqui, set to the last words of John
Southworth.  
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Westminster Mass

The logistics of transporting some six hundred students
and staff from Hertfordshire to Westminster were
considerable but the day went without a hitch and we
now look forward to an even more ambitious trip in
September when on the 29th, the very day of the
foundation of the English College, we shall celebrate Mass
in Douai itself!  

The Mass at Westminster was so very special in allowing
us to reflect upon what it means in this day and age to be
a Catholic school and to look towards the future with

optimism.  Not an easy task in a time where to speak of
faith, martyrs and mission is far from straightforward.

I thank all who made the day possible, the College staff,
Westminster Cathedral for their warm welcome and
support and especially to all our wonderful students.  

We are now part of history and we look forward to
contributing to the next 450 years of history. 

Avita Pro Fide! PAULO DURÁN

Daniel was the only participant from the UK and there were only a handful of members from other countries with the
other musicians being from all over America.  The orchestra was selected from 12,000 international applicants which shows
how good Daniel really is!  He has said that he really enjoyed the experience and that it was very exciting to have the
chance to play in such a famous venue.  It was hard work though, with three long rehearsals and only short breaks!

Mrs Noble, Head of Music – Academic, said: “Daniel is an outstanding musician, generous and modest with it.  In achieving
a place to perform at Carnegie Hall he lined himself up with some of the best violinists in the world.  The experience of playing
with such a high quality of orchestra and in such a special venue is life changing.  We look forward to watching a
successful career blossom.”

Music Scholar, Daniel, Poetry, travelled to New York recently to play violin as
part of a Youth Orchestra, playing in the ‘High School Honours Instrumental
Performance’ at the World famous Carnegie Hall.

New York 
New York!

Roaming in Rome
During half term fifteen students were up very early
to catch a flight to Rome, but the warm weather that
greeted them when they stepped off the plane made
the 3am alarm call worth it!  The jam-packed itinerary
ensured that students experienced much of what
Rome has to offer, including a trip to the Colosseum,
the Vatican Museum and Pompeii. 

Joy Osei-Anane, Grammar, tells us, “I saw some
amazing art and architecture such as St Peter’s Basilica,
the Spanish steps and the Vatican.  We went on an
exciting journey to the Venerable English College and
learned how have they trained priests since 1579.  We
learned more about our College’s history and saw
William Allen’s crest and names of other martyrs
familiar to us.”

Francis Butterworth, Syntax, says, “I really enjoyed the
trip to Rome and enjoyed learning about the Italian way
of life.  The history was amazing and we learnt a lot
about the Roman Empire and Christianity.  Our visit
coincided with Ash Wednesday so we attended a Mass in
a local church and we even got to see Pope Francis as he
drove through the crowd.  As a Catholic, it was very
fulfilling.  I also really enjoyed our trip to Pompeii and
even brought home some hardened volcanic ash.”

Reception class have been taking part in trial
Forest School sessions.  The key focus is to
provide small achievable tasks such as shelter
building, woodland craft and wildlife
appreciation and study.  It is through these
activities that the children can not only learn
new skills but also show improved concentration,
social skills and resilience.

In the sessions so far, we have seen the children
develop their independence, self-esteem and
self-awareness.  The children have particularly
enjoyed making clay faces using things they
found on the woodland floor, making and
hanging bird feeders, building shelters for their
toy animals and celebrating their achievements
with a hot chocolate in the woods.

If You Go Down to the
Woods Today!



Headmaster’s Book
Congratulations to the following pupils who were
invited to sign the Headmaster’s Book as recognition
for their outstanding work during the Lent Term:

Alessandro Ciraolo Edmundian Spirit
Alexander Shenouda English
Amaani Khan English
Amy Gujral Geography
Anthony Hadji-Hannas French
Antonia Bartholomew English
Austen James French
Beatrice Kwarteng Religious Education
Bogdan Lazarov Edmundian Spirit
Caitlin Brett French
Connor Hunt Sport
Eabha Rainey Drama
Emma Leith Geography
Evie Kelly Religious Education
Freya Burke English
George Garwood English
Gloria Mugabi English & Philosphy
Grace Couser History
Grace Warburton French
Ifechi Okafor French & Religious Education
Jack Clemence Sport
Jackson Trathen English & Religious Education 
James Boyling English
Jennifer Ezeoke English
Josh Demetriou Sport
Joshua Jeff-Okoh Starlight Express
Kaelyn Russell Geography
Kian Barton French, History & Religious Education
Kyah Oti English
Louis Bilbao Music
Lydia George History
Madeleine Purser Drama
Matthew Cernicky Mathematics
Megan Sime Religious Education
Niamh Hayes Spanish
Nicole Englishby English
Nikita Mistry History
Oliver Howell Starlight Express
Petko Rusinov Religious Education
Phoebe Lee Art
Ronan Hawes French
Ruidi Zhu Mathematics & Music
Schola Cantorum Westminster Mass
Sienna Quail English
Teddy Sumsion Mathematics
Thomas Sofocleous English
William Haughey CCF
Yelyzaveta Lytvynska English & Translation
Yinxue Mei Mathematics
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En Garde!
Congratulations to George, Elements,
who has recently won the U12 Fencing
Boys’ Herts County Championship!

George has been fencing since he was
seven after being inspired by the fencing at
the 2012 Olympic Games and began
training with local club Bryant Blades. 

He now trains under Ziemek Wojciechowski
(Team GB Olympic Coach) at ZFW Fencing
Club in Hampstead.  George has competed
internationally at competitions in Poland
and Paris and regularly all over the UK.  His
next competition is in Poland and he has
recently qualified for the British Youth
Championships, which are taking place in
Sheffield in May.             Good luck George!

Students Take Off!
St Edmund’s College is in the unique position of having two ‘Out of Areas’ Helicopter landing sites on
our grounds.  On the 8th March, St Edmund’s College CCF was privileged to have a visit from Royal Air
Force 27 Squadron who operate Chinook helicopters all over the world.

At 1215hrs 27 Sqn landed on the College cricket pitch and after an initial pre-flight briefing conducted
seven lifts covering a 5-mile circuit over the College grounds and out to Buntingford.  In total 210 personnel
flew in the 2-hour time slot available to us.

The visit coincided with International Women’s Day so it was a perfect celebration for our female cadets
who were very excited to take to the air in the Chinook.  Our sincere thanks go to Headquarters Joint
Helicopter Command and especially to 27 Sqn for accepting the task. 

Prep pupil Scarlett has
achieved great eventing
success in the National Schools
Equestrian Association’s Inter
Schools Show. 

Scarlett and her sister Summer,
Elements, competed in the show
during the Easter holidays with
150 other riders under the age
of 14.  Summer had an unlucky
pole down but Scarlett jumped a
double clear in show jumping
and the cross-country to come
2nd on her pony ‘Gooney’.
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St Edmund’s College is blessed with a
rich history spanning 450 years.  Here 
we explore our roots in Douai, Northern
France and how important the English
College was to the continuation of
Catholicism in England. 

It was William, later Cardinal, Allen’s vision to found the
first English College in Douai in 1568 that did so much to
preserve Catholicism in England.  

On 29th September 1568 William Allen and a small
group of fellow exiles from the University of Oxford, took
possession of a group of buildings that they had leased in
the town of Douai in what were then the Spanish
Netherlands.  There was no doubt that Allen wanted to
found an academic institution but specifically training
priests for the English mission came later.  

One of the first students, Lewis Barlow was ordained in
1574 and offered to return to England to assist his
countrymen (an offer fraught with danger for a Catholic
priest during Elizabethan times).  The numbers of
ordained priests grew in the coming years.  It is thought
that 194 (62%) of the Elizabethan seminary priests were
imprisoned at some time or other. 115 fell into
government hands within a year of arrival, 35 while still in
the ports where they had landed.  116 were executed; 91
were banished, of whom 24 returned.

The College at Douai produced some remarkable scholars,
for example, those who produced the first Catholic
translation of the bible into English – the Rheims Douai
version (1582-1610).

Allen himself died in Rome in 1594 but a succession of
Rectors continued to steer the Douai College through
sometimes troublesome waters.  As time went on young
men were also sent to Douai for general education, not
expecting to continue to studies for the priesthood (the
emancipation of Catholics in England did not take place
until the late 1700s so a Catholic education was
unobtainable).  These ‘convictors’ formed an important
part of the College and enabled many of the lay families
still in England to obtain a solid foundation in the faith for
their sons.  A number of them left behind gifts of secular
silver some of which still exists.  As time went on Rectors,
‘Presidents’, of the College were called to be ordained
Bishops, perhaps one of the best known today being
Bishop Challoner. 

Douai became part of French territory in the 18th
century and the French revolution, and particularly the
declaration of war on England in 1793, brought the
closure of the College and assets were seized and many of
the Collegians imprisoned. 

Returning to England the remaining students of the
English College merged on St Edmund’s Day with a local 

Catholic preparatory school near Ware in Hertfordshire.
However, Bishop Douglass in London and Bishop William
Gibson in the north could not agree on a single college
and so the sister colleges of St Edmund’s and 
St Cuthbert’s came into being at Old Hall Green, Ware
and Ushaw, Durham.  To this day St Cuthbert’s, Ushaw,
continues its education mission through the work of the
University of Durham and St Edmund’s College as the
oldest Catholic independent school in England.  The work
of the formation of priests continues in Allen Hall
Seminary in Chelsea in London. 

Source: With thanks 
to Rev Dr David
Milburn’s 2011
publication
Douai’s Day. 

St Edmund’s College

in the making...
450 years

Cardinal Allen
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A Year of Celebrations
In 2018 we are commemorating and celebrating our long and important history
in a variety of ways. 

The Mass at Westminster, in January, marked the start of this special anniversary year and by the time you read
this we will have hosted our Anniversary Run, a 5km and 10km charity race across the College and Prep grounds. 

Looking forward, St Edmund’s College is staging its very own festival on Saturday 23rd June #StEdsFest.
This promises to be a wonderful day out for the whole family, with live music provided by professional bands as
well as some special performances by talented College bands, soloists, ensembles and Schola Cantorum.  There
will be a fun fair, food stalls, entertainment for the little ones and a beer tent for the older ones!  A perfect day in
the sun (hopefully!).  Tickets are on sale now (see below for details) we hope to see you there!

In September, the College and Prep will travel to Douai itself for a special Mass being held on the 29th September,
marking 450 years to the day at the place of our foundation.  This will be a mammoth organisational task but
one that we know the Edmundian community will remember and cherish for years to come.  

Here’s to the next 450 years!   Avita Pro Fide! (For the faith of our fathers!)

It’s the Business!
It has been another busy term in the
Business and Economics Department with
student involvement in enrichment and
extra-curricular activities. 

Following the pre-Christmas launch of their
450th Anniversary Calendar and Teddy Bear
the Business & Enterprise Club led by Kirsty
Kingdon and Sicily Scrimali has continued to
see sales increase.  They will be completing
their first set of accounts shortly hoping to
have made a healthy profit which will be
going towards the Anniversary Fund. 

After a successful trip with Rhetoric II students
to the Economics in Action Sixth Form
Conference in London in November, a larger
group of Rhetoric I & II students attended the
Institute of Economic Affairs Sixth Form
Conference at Brentwood School at the end
of January.  Students listened to a number of
engaging talks from leading academics
including the likely economic impact of
Artificial Intelligence and how best to deliver
International Aid to the developing world.
This has provided some excellent discussion
points in subsequent classes and will form the
basis for a number of entries in The Financial
Times/Bank of England Blog competition on
the likely shape of the future world economy.

The student-led Business & Economics
newsletter has also been continuing to
produce some interesting and stimulating
articles with the most recent edition focusing
on some of the most successful Catholic
business and economic figures in the world
today.  Copies are on display in the Business 
& Economics department or by email from
Ms Sargent.
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Religious Life

On the penultimate day of the Lent term, Prep children
from Forms 1-6 performed a most moving presentation of
the events of Holy Week in the College Chapel. 

Starting with the youngest children, each year group told a
different section of the story through a combination of
drama and prayer, interspersed with expressive songs
reflecting on the events.  The children spoke with
impressive conviction and clarity and sang with heartfelt
enthusiasm before their large audience of parents,
grandparents and visitors from the College. 

The Form 6 choristers sang their solo verses beautifully,
while Form 6 musicians performed the haunting theme

from Schindler’s List on solo violin and recorder to frame
the Crucifixion scene. 

At the end of the presentation, Mr Cartwright invited
everyone to join in Sing Hosanna, which had been sung so
enthusiastically by the children of Forms 1 and 2 earlier in
the afternoon. 

Nursery and Reception children’s wonderful contribution
to the occasion was a striking picture of a gold cross
beneath a brilliant rainbow.  This was displayed on the
Sanctuary of the Chapel during the performance and
appeared on the poster and programme.  A wonderful
performance by all the children, well done!

Prep Tells the Easter Story

of the school this term has been

The

vibrant, varied and exciting!

Prep Pupils meet
the Cardinal
The Mayne House Captains and Chaplaincy
group were invited to Westminster Cathedral
for the Catholic Children's Society
(Westminster) Advent Service to say thank you
for all of St Edmund's Prep charity work over
the term.  Some of the children were invited to
meet Cardinal Vincent Nicholls so that he could
present them with a certificate of thanks. 

Fairtrade Fortnight
Helped to focus our attention on supporting
the farmers and workers who grow our food.

This year, the theme of Fairtrade Fortnight was
“Come on in to Fairtrade and meet your
neighbours” – the farmers who grow and produce
the food we eat each day.  For our community, this
theme gives the opportunity to celebrate God’s
welcome for all and helps us consider how we can
be good neighbours to others.  The calls to love our
neighbour and to love God sit in profound
relationship at the heart of both the Old and New
Testament.  The verses from Leviticus make the
love of neighbours very practical, legislating for fair
treatment of others in trade, business and
employment in unambiguous language.  St Paul in
Romans emphasises that the spirit of the law is
love and that “love does no wrong to a neighbour”.
In the parable of the Good Samaritan, Jesus
radically expands our understanding of our
neighbour so it includes anyone and everyone that
we are in relationship with, including our “enemies”. 

We live in very close relationship to millions of
farmers and workers, who are often very poor,
living in developing countries all around the world
who grow the food on which we depend and who
depend on the income from trading with us.  Many
live in poverty, struggling to provide for their
families, or experience serious human rights
abuses.  They are our neighbours, our sisters and
our brothers, equally loved by God.  How can we
all be better neighbours? 

Chaplaincy students produced a display providing
information on Fairtrade and many students
tested their knowledge by entering the annual
Fairtrade quiz.  Our winners were Joseph and Emily
who demonstrated an excellent under-standing of
the variety of Fairtrade products and their
importance in helping people live in dignity.
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Tenebrae Service
We finished the term with a Tenebrae service.  The
word tenebrae comes from the Latin meaning
‘darkness’.  This is an ancient service that makes use of
gradually diminishing light through the extinguishing
of candles to symbolise the events from the
triumphant Palm Sunday entry through to Jesus' burial.

The increasing darkness symbolises the approaching
shadow of Jesus' death and of hopelessness in a world
without God.  The service concludes with the final
candle, the Christ candle, being removed from the
Sanctuary, symbolising the death of Jesus.  This was a
very prayerful occasion and allowed us to focus on
Jesus’ final journey and sacrifice, as we ponder the
impact of Christ's death and await the Resurrection.

Each Friday in Lent a group of staff and students  
gathered to pray the Stations of the Cross. 

The Stations of the Cross are a 14-step Catholic
devotion that commemorates Jesus Christ's last day on
Earth as a man.  The 14 devotions, or stations, focus
specifically on the events of His last day, beginning
with His condemnation.  At each station, each
individual recalls and meditates on a specific event
from Christ's last day.  It was a good opportunity to
spend some time in prayer as we prepared for the great
feast of Easter.

HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL DAY WAS MARKED AT THE COLLEGE ON FRIDAY 26TH JANUARY

The sign above the entrance into Auschwitz translates as ‘work sets you free’.  Hundreds of thousands of prisoners
passed under the sign into the camp during the Holocaust, with the majority being murdered or worked to death.
Therefore, we used the day to reflect not only on the horrors of the Holocaust but on the question, ‘what gives us
true freedom?’  Students were invited to write their own slogan for freedom and many wonderful ideas were put
forward including “the truth makes you free” and “love makes you free.”

Two students from Rhetoric were given the opportunity to travel to Germany to take part in the Holocaust
Educational Trust’s Lessons from Auschwitz project and share their experiences and thoughts with us below... 

Gloria Mugabi: on the trip to Auschwitz, the atmosphere was pensive and shadowed with fearful anticipation.  A
Rabbi accompanied the trip and said to us ‘Jews are liberated but never free’.  This made me question what I
perceived freedom to be.  I think now, the main difference between freedom and liberation is the hold of physical
chains of captivity (as in the concentration camps) being taken away but the psychological ties never being truly
broken.  The trip made me question many things: are Holocaust deniers as bad as the perpetrators themselves as
they deny the loss of life and the ethnic cleansing that happened? It made me think about the genocide in Rwanda
and conflict in Syria and once nations or peoples are liberated will they ever be free of the ties of trauma and loss
that have happened.  The message we took from the whole programme was ‘Never forget’.  We should never forget
the fallen men, women and children, the hostility and the work of the perpetrators.  In acknowledging the past,
forgiveness is also important as it fuels progression towards peace.

Thomasina Cass: at the end of the trip, we looked at pictures and photos of happy couples, cheeky children and
families that had been taken away from prisoners.  It reminded us that these people are not numbers that you find
in a history textbook.  They were real and they were all brutally murdered because they were in the wrong place at
the wrong time.  The Rabbi who travelled with us emphasised the importance of standing up against prejudice and
discrimination as it can only spread if no one stops it.  Visiting Auschwitz-Birkenau changes your view of the
Holocaust, as it humanises the victims and gives a new perspective.  It takes a few days, maybe even a few weeks to
unpick what you have seen and to understand what you have felt from the experience. 

Stations of the Cross
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The charity enables these children and young people to
live as full a life as possible, despite the complex
challenges they face and supports families during their
child’s life and throughout bereavement.  

Noah’s Ark have also begun building a children’s hospice
to allow the team to offer a wider breadth of care.  The
hospice will be built on a 7.5-acre nature reserve close

to Barnet town centre and will provide a space for
children and their families to connect with others facing
similar challenges.  It will be a ‘home from home’ for
these children, where they will be given the time and
space to be children and not just patients.

Our students once again rose to the fundraising
challenge with lots of wonderful events including a

talent show, a colour run, a staff football match, beat the
goalie, sponsored events and snack sales that all helped
to raise a fantastic £15,219 for this wonderful cause.  

The week not only allowed the students to use their
creativity but also gave them an opportunity to put
their faith into action and show ‘love for one another’ 
in a very practical way.

Charity Week This year our Lenten Charity was Noah’s Ark Children’s Hospice which
currently provides a hospice-at-home service offering clinical, practical
and emotional care for 164 babies, children and young people with
life-limiting or life-threatening conditions and their families.  

Edward Hartley, Poetry, has been selected for a shortlist of
students for an Arkwright Engineering Scholarship having
submitted an extremely thorough application and passing an
engineering aptitude examination. 

The selection process is in three parts: an application, an examination
and an interview.  Edward spent the Christmas holidays designing and
producing his own engineering project - a mechanical hand.  Making
use of a College 3D printer and no small amount of ingenuity, Edward's
hand is controlled through a network of cables (guitar strings), hinges
(melted paintbrush handles) and a gardening glove.  The opportunities
for development of his project include making it robotic. 

Edward and Raphaelle de Rechniewski have kindly
taken the time to deliver presentations to Syntax
students about the opportunities available to
them to pursue projects in Engineering.  

Raphaelle has built her own radio telescope,
which she has used to detect solar activity such
as sun spots - no mean feat with the significant
amount of noise her satellite detected, even from
the ignition of a car.  

Syntax students were encouraged to pursue
courses offered by the Smallpeice Trust, apply for
an Arkwright Scholarship and start to think about
an EPQ in Rhetoric.

Arkwright Engineering Scholarship
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Ready, Steady - Cook!
The end of term saw the hotly contested Inter-House Food competition take place.  
The only thing the students knew beforehand was that a whole raw chicken would be
supplied – the rest of the ingredients were a surprise and they would have to cook a 
main course and a dessert in just 90 minutes, using only the ingredients provided in their box. 

For Elements and Rudiments, the brief was simplified so they only had to produce a main course.  
The junior section was highly competitive and Poynter and Talbot took joint first place. 

Ronnie and Louis won the intermediate section for Talbot House, producing a beautifully cooked 
roast chicken dinner with Yorkshire puddings, pigs in blankets and caramelised carrots, served with a rich
chicken gravy, along with a mixed fruit trifle for dessert. 

The senior competition had an extra element of surprise as competitors were given a raffle ticket for a ‘lucky
dip’ ingredient which had to be used in the menu whether it was useful or not (one team were given Spam!).
The victors of the senior competition were Charlie R and Charlie P, Pole House, who cooked roast chicken,
served with dauphinoise potatoes, pigs in blankets, Yorkshire puddings, stuffing (from the lucky dip) and a
variety of vegetables.  For dessert, they produced a tiramisu with sponge fingers soaked in mandarin juice and
coffee flavoured cream.  It is worth noting, Charlie R and Charlie P are unbeaten in the House Food
competition since it began, having won every competition that they have entered - which is all of them!  
It is quite a record and it will be a long time before anyone matches it.

The standard of all entries was very high and the students should be rightly proud of themselves and their
culinary skills.   Once the dishes had been tasted and marked, the aprons were off and the washing up
completed, the judges decided that the overall winner of the competition was Talbot House, closely followed
by Pole in second and Poynter in third. 

Teaching and Learning
College teachers became leaders in sharing best pedagogical
practice, at an inspiring and thought provoking INSET day.

Central to the College’s drive in achieving best practice in teaching
and learning have been our Teaching and Learning Champions.
These representatives have worked throughout the year to research,
practice and share teaching methods and tools, which achieve the
best results in teaching and learning for all our students.  In
addition, there were also responses to latest educational research in
areas such as Growth Mindset and Tools for Wellbeing; areas that
remain fundamental to 21st century teaching and learning and
lifting the lid on student potential.  

Dr Banahan presented ideas to help resolve the problem of students
building on transferable skills between Mathematics and Science.
This training will have a direct impact on student progress and the
depth of understanding students can achieve across Mathematics
and Science subjects. 

Our Lead Art teacher presented a digital platform, Seesaw, showing
how the Art department is reaping the benefits and enabling
personalised learning for students.  Seesaw is a digital portfolio for
any classroom, enabling students to capture their learning in any
form and receive feedback.  Students and teachers can review
practice over time and demonstrate growth.  Mrs Applegate showed
how it is used in her own practice, through assessment for learning
and in empowering students to take ownership and leadership of
their learning.  Other presentations delivered also included: Making
theory a more practical experience in examination classes;
Questioning to encourage active participation by all; Supporting EAL
learners through marking feedback and Approaches to teaching the
new A Level specification. 

Standards Improve As Students Go Downhill! 
The annual ski trip left Blighty at the beginning of the Easter holidays landing in Montreal, Canada and was
welcomed by wonderful weather for skiing. The students were all keen to get their skis on and begin their
lessons on Mont Tremblant. We were lucky with the ski conditions with lots of fresh powder for the students
to get into. The mountains were beautiful and the crisp, cold but bright weather provided the perfect
environment for skiing. Everyone developed their ski skills admirably and by the end of the week many
students were whizzing (all within safety guidelines!) down the runs with ease. 

Aside from the skiing, the trip was memorable for a few other reasons. Students enjoyed the delights of
eating beaver tails (not actually a beaver tail!) and maple syrup lollies on ice. Tubing was an after ski activity
which everyone really enjoyed, sliding down the slope on huge inflatable rubber rings. We also enjoyed a
special Palm Sunday Mass where students gave readings and rang bells. 

We thank all the staff who helped make this trip of a lifetime happen. Thanks also goes especially to Mr Jones
and the team who worked tirelessly to ensure everyone had the best experience possible. 

In February, the Prep joined in with the 
global event, Safer Internet Day.  The aim 
is to promote a positive conversation 
about digital technology and how 
children and young adults can use it safely. 

Through discussions, specially created videos, 
quizzes and creative play, the children learned 
that we all have a role to play in helping to create a better and safer
online community.  Form 6 children discussed the importance of
talking to their parents about their online activity and what is
appropriate to talk about online.  Form 4 made posters to show all
the positive things about the internet and the negative things too.
Younger children listened to stories about being safe online.  The
children have now built their confidence by learning how to be safe
online whilst enjoying themselves. 

Safer Internet Day at the Prep
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Starlight Express is the well-loved rock musical, by Andrew Lloyd-Webber, that has been performed in
front of sell out audiences across the world with all the action taking place on roller skates!  

The announcement of Starlight Express as the College’s new production caused ripples of excitement
through the student body.  Catchy, upbeat tunes and choreography performed on skates - it was a big
challenge for cast and crew and one that truly paid off!

The production was so big that the company was double cast, known as the ‘Tunnels’ and the ‘Tracks’
with each cast taking the lead on two nights.  This gave more students a chance to take on lead roles
with each cast supporting the other admirably.  No one had previous experience of skating at this level
but everyone knuckled down to get their technique and style right. 

Alexia played Pearl in the ‘Tracks’ cast:
“When Starlight Express was revealed as the new College production it was a daunting prospect but we all
kept an open mind and embraced the challenge with every effort.  Over many weekend rehearsals and
after a few falls, the cast grew in confidence, tackling the choreography and timings, eventually managing
to sing, dance and act all on skates!  With videos on the VLE for us to watch, we were able to practice the
routines on our skates at home, soon making the dances second nature.

The challenge certainly helped the entire group of performers grow, working as a team to push through
each task.   As part of the rehearsal process we were lucky enough to be visited by the touring cast of
Starlight Express, who performed for us and gave hints and tips to improve our performance.”

Freya played Pearl for the ‘Tunnels’ cast:
“On the day of the first performance the adrenaline kicked in and the buzz around the Spotlight Theatre
was palpable.  During the dress rehearsal both the ‘Tunnels’ and ‘Tracks’ casts performed half the show
each.  This performance helped relax all nerves and allowed everyone to channel their ‘inner train’ before
the first main show.  Both casts were full of excitement and eager to perfect their detailed makeup looks
and complex costumes.  In the final few minutes before the doors opened our director, Mr Purves, called
all the cast and crew to the stage and we were given our final good luck wishes and the last few advisory
notes. 

Performing such a complicated show gave the cast a great sense of achievement. If you had asked the cast
five months prior if they would be able to roller skate whilst singing and dancing, I am sure you can guess
their response!  Performing the show made all the falls and crashes worth it and taking our final bows at
the end of each of the four performances brought the whole cast together and allowed us to praise our
fellow cast members. “

The shows were an amazing spectacle to behold and kept the audiences enthralled from beginning to
end.  The stage was specially built so the cast had a race track to skate round the audience; the big hair,
make up and costumes along with the lighting and stage backgrounds brought the whole show to life. 

Audiences were up on the feet dancing and clapping away to this fabulously exciting production.
Congratulations to all cast and crew members.  There are literally too many people who made this
production possible to thank here but you know who you are!  Roll on 2019!

Get Your Skates On for St Ed’s...

Starlight Express! 
The senior netball team has had an excellent season and has worked
exceptionally hard as a squad.  They are netball County Cup Runners Up
having played a fantastic cup final against St Albans High School but
were unfortunate to lose by three goals.  Having been down by eight in
the game, the team worked exceptionally hard to fight their way back
and to build the pressure on the opposition.  This was a great cup match
and display of netball to watch.  The team also made it to the semi-
finals of the Independent Schools Plate competition for netball.  Having
faced opposition from far and wide it was a local derby against St
Albans High School for the semi-final. Once again, in a nail biting
match, the girls played extremely well but were unfortunate that they
could not hold onto the lead for the duration of the game. 

Having become County Champions in the National Netball Schools
competition the U16 team went through to the next East Region round
of the competition.  The girls played excellent netball throughout the
group stages of the competition having beaten Wymondham College,
Culford and Stephen Perse Foundation.  All was to play for in the final
group game against Brentwood and a win would see the squad secure
first place in the group stages. The girls started the game well and
gained a great lead in the first few minutes; the hard work had been
done, the team ensured they kept the lead and secured the top spot
ready for the semi-final.  We drew Southend High School for Girls and
unfortunately, they managed to get the better of us and won the game
by a narrow margin of two goals.  The team finished fourth in the
Regional, which is an extremely commendable result.  

The U15 netball team had an excellent run in the County Cup netball
competition reaching the semi-finals. The team had a fantastic first
round game against Sandringham School with an end to end
competitive match with St Edmund's taking the victory 18-17. The next
round saw the team face Monk's Walk School and an impressive display
of netball and dominance in each third of the court saw the team notch
up an impressive 32-12 win. The semi-finals saw the team face
Berkhamsted School, where unfortunately the nerves of the occasion
got to team, which led
to the first defeat of
the competition. Well
played to you all and a
great achievement. 

Congratulations to the
U13 netball team who
are the netball County
Plate Champions
defeating
Sandringham School
in the final.  

Netball Success! 
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Celebration Concert
Form 6 choristers were privileged to
participate in an evening concert in early
March, at All Saints’ Church, Woodford Green,
in honour of Sheila Ferrari. 

The ‘Sheila Ferrari Dyslexia Centre’ was
established in Woodford Green back in 1982
and has made a difference to the lives of
countless children.  Mrs Ferrari visited the Prep
to open our Study in 2016.  The concert was a
wonderful mix of music, poetry and dance,
performed by children of all ages and by adults. 

Prep Choristers were invited to join pupils from
Avon House and Loyola School to open the
concert, singing Mrs Ferrari’s favourite piece of
music, the setting of Panis Angelicus by César
Franck.  Thank you to Prep parents for coming
along to support.
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Young Voices 
Young Voices has been running for over 20 years enabling children to be part of something incredible whilst having lots of fun.
The aim is to ‘inspire a love of music and create memories for the children that will last a lifetime’. 

This year, Mrs Gardiner, Mrs Sayer and Mr Duddy took thirty Prep children to perform as part of a 7,800 strong children’s
choir at the O2 Arena and to make those once in a lifetime memories.  It was an action packed day with rehearsals and then
the performance starting at 7pm.  The children sang really well and were rightly proud of themselves.  Parents came to watch
in the evening and thoroughly enjoyed taking part in the 90s remix section with the Urban Strides!

Medals for U11A Netball 
The Prep’s U11A Netball team travelled to
King’s College in Cambridge to play in their
annual netball competition.  All matches
were won comfortably which enabled us to
try position changes and different
combinations on court.  The first match
ended 7-3 against St Mary’s, before we won
17-3 against Heritage and 15-1 versus
King’s College, Cambridge.  The team
thoroughly enjoyed themselves and was
delighted to bring gold medals and a
winners’ trophy back with them. 

Stella Wilkinson and Jemima Uzoka, both
from Form 6, have been selected to
represent Hertfordshire County U11 Girls
in basketball.  Congratulations and good
luck to you both!

For Volunteering, students have undertaken activities ranging
from CCF leadership to helping with girls’ football and
maintaining their local church.  Many students are nearing
completion of these longer sections of their Awards. 

We are also celebrating great success in completion rates
across Bronze, Silver and Gold.  Anna Goodes and Charlie
Ponting have the distinction of having completed their Gold
Awards, pending an invitation to the prestigious Gold Award
Presentation ceremony at St James’ Palace.

The Easter break saw the successful completion of the first
Gold canoeing and Silver walking expeditions; sadly the
inclement weather meant that the Silver canoeing expedition
had to be postponed.  Our Gold participants got to grips with
the demands of the canoeing and coped admirably with some
dismal weather conditions.  The two small groups spent the

first day on the beautiful Lake Bala learning paddling
techniques as well as how to use the wind to their advantage. 
Over the following three days, they also developed their
navigation skills, demonstrated excellent teamwork and
finished the expedition on the Llangollen canal.

The Silver group also maintained high spirits in damp conditions.
Two groups set out for the Peak District to complete the
practice expedition.  Day 1 involved some close supervision
from the expedition leaders - particularly on navigation and
camp craft with both groups quickly developing their
teamwork and ability to work independently.  By the end of
three days and two nights under canvas they had covered a
significant number of kilometers and some of the Peak
District’s finest peaks.  The minibus home was a welcome relief
for some very sore legs but both groups are now well prepared
for their final expeditions.

This year there has been a keen interest at each level of The Duke of
Edinburgh’s Award programme.  Students have chosen a variety of
exciting activities as part of the Physical and Skills sections of the
Award, including cycling, boxing and photography. 
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Pupils came to school dressed in their finest
wizard and witches robes, with wands at the
ready, for a day of magic and fun.  The children
met Professor Dumbledore (a very magical
performance by Mr Cartwright!) and saw the
sorting hat do its work: Southworth magically
turned into Slytherin, Campion became
Gryffindor and Mayne became Ravenclaw.

The College science department put on an
amazing potion show followed by a chance for
the children to mix their own concoctions,
making slime and using special wands to turns
flames different colours!

Some classes practised spells and tried to turn
their teacher into a toad!  In class, the children
devised the contents of their cauldron pots: a
horrible assortment from rotten cat food to
feathers and hairy spiders.  Spells were muttered
and “abracadabras” said.  Wands waved furiously
as the spells were cast but alas the teacher
remained and no toads appeared! 

There were Honeydukes Sweetshop vouchers
that the children could redeem throughout the
day with many surprising sweets awaiting them:
Slimy Slugs, Black Spiders, Sticky Skeletons and
Fizzing Whizzbees to name but a few. 

There was of course a lot of reading from the
Harry Potter books in the library which was
enjoyed by all and made all the more fun with
all the magical goings on during the day.
Everyone felt they were part of the story.

The highlight of the day was the Quidditch
World Cup played on the front fields.  All the
children came to watch and support their 
teams – the atmosphere was electric with lots
of cheering as the players whizzed about on
their brooms.  ‘Professor McGonagall’, who was
meant to be keeping the score, unfortunately
dozed off so nobody knew who won in the end!
However, nobody really cared as everyone had
so much fun.  What a wonderful end to a very
magical day. 

Hogwarts!becameWhen the Prep

The Prep held a magical day for the children
bringing all things Harry Potter to 
Hogwarts St Edmund’s!

A Level Recital Sets the Standard
Recenly A Level Music students gave an excellent performance in an intimate concert
for family and friends.  A performance on their chosen instrument or voice is worth
35% of their final A Level grade, so the opportunity to practice and be marked on
final examination criteria is an important learning tool. 

Following the concert, the students were given marks and received feedback for
improvements that could be made, which they will use with their instrumental and
vocal teachers, to prepare for the real examination performance. 

Emily gave an outstanding performance of Fantasie by Georges Hue on her flute with
an impressive range of tonal qualities resulting in a stylish and colourful performance.
Luca performed both vocal and piano pieces, Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata and
Mozart’s Se Vuol Ballare with an emerging level of confidence.  Yuanxu (William) is
currently working for his Grade VIII piano and was courageous in performing Bach's
Gigue, a complete contrast to his usual comfort zone of pieces by the composers
from the Romantic period, such as Chopin.  Freya performed Losing My Mind from the
musical Follies with a vocal quality that is showing increasing maturity and control.
Very well done all!

The Inter-House Prose Reading
competition requires two students
from each House to enter into each
category: Junior, Intermediate and Senior.  
They are able to select their own passage
to read; these vary from the dramatically
dark to the light-hearted and amusing.
Points are awarded for voice, clarity and
interpretation.  Marks are out of 100 per
student and the two marks for the House
are added together, giving the winning
House (rather than individual winners).

The standard of performance is always high
and this year was no exception.  Some of
the students convincingly conveyed the
imagined emotion of a character, such
as fear or humour, whilst others adopted a
foreign or regional accent.  The competition
is a pleasure to listen to but difficult to
judge due to the impressive performances
across all year groups. 

Senior Winners: POLE 
Claudia and Charlie 

Intermediate Winners: CHALLONER
Jodie and Eli

Junior Winners: TALBOT 
Jake and Whitney

Accomplished Articulation
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In March students were treated to a trip around the universe
when the Astronomy Roadshow came to visit with their
mobile planetarium.  The Douay Hall housed the large
dome that, once inside, was dark enough to provide a night
sky for students to study.  We learnt more about the night
sky and identifying constellations of stars.  All of the
students were engaged and loved finding out the answers
to their questions about the surfaces of the planets, gravity,
landing on the moon and the mysterious Northern Lights!

Just What the Doctor Ordered
The A Level Chemistry class travelled to GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) in

Stevenage to investigate and analyse samples of aspirin that we had
synthesised as part of the core practical element of the OCR

A Level Chemistry course.  The scientists at GSK
were kind enough to run a nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR) spectrum on the
samples that we had previously

sent over, which included pure
aspirin as well as samples that we

had saved from previous stages of the
experiment.

It was interesting to see the differences in
percentage of aspirin that each group had

obtained, with results ranging from 0% to
97.3% purity!  One of the scientists even

commented that one of our samples nearly
broke their machine! 

We were also taken on a tour around some of the
laboratories in the Research and Development site

where we saw apparatus that we use in experiments
in school but on a much larger scale.  We were also

fortunate enough to see real world applications of
different aspects of organic chemistry that we cover in

school and learnt how spectroscopy is involved in making
the drugs that the public are permitted to use safe and

effective. 

From the fantastically big to the incredibly small, the trip to
CERN had it all.  In March a group of Poets and Rhetoricians
was allowed priviledged access to the Large Hadron Collider
on the French Swiss border in Geneva. 

Scientists who work at the particle collider took the students
into the heart of the facility and explained how the proton
beams are made and accelerated to 99.9999991% of the
speed of light by a series of accelerators.  Two of the
favourite facts from the weekend were, ‘The Large Hadron
Collider is the coldest place in the known universe’ and we
learned ‘the 27km ring shrinks by 80m when it is turned on
due to the incredibly cold temperatures’.  

The Globe Museum was a highlight with interactive stations
explaining how matter interacts and how our understanding
of the fundamental particles that fill our universe are being
better understood as a result of the work that goes on at
CERN.  This was a unique experience for our students who
were thoroughly inspired by the trip. 

Elements Race for the Line
Inspired by the Bloodhound SSC (a global Engineering project), Elements 
have taken part in a national competition to design and build their own 
rocket car.  They enjoyed a day in the Douay Hall creating their designs 
and performing speed tests using light gates.  With the help of Mr Ireson,
students were able to produce a prototype of their preferred shape that 
they subsequently modified to achieve minimal drag.

Engineers from the RAF visited the College in March with rockets to launch 
the cars.  The top speed of each car was recorded with the data being compared 
with thousands of other students across the country. 

The top performing cars will be invited to a national competition in the Trinity term!

Science The Sky at Night

CERN – Large Hadron Collider 
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Prepping for Science
The Prep children have been making full use
of their access to the College’s modern and
fully equipped science laboratories this term. 

Nursery and Reception have been making potions,
otherwise known as bath salts whilst Forms 1 and 2
made some fizzy bath bombs for Mother’s Day. 

Forms 3 and 4 carried out investigations into the
identity of a transparent liquid – although it looked
like water, it was not.  To carry about the tests splints
were used to put the liquids into a Bunsen burner
flame changing the flame’s colour and thereby
identifying the liquids. Form 4 also came over to
examine states of matter and made a huge mess with
‘oobleck’ - a strange combination that is both half
liquid/half solid.  Great fun!

Form 6 investigated how light travels.  They
discovered it runs in straight lines and the saw
how the colours of the visible spectrum are refracted
into the colours of the rainbow when they hit a prism.

By bringing the children into the College laboratories
and carrying out relevant and exciting practical work,
we hope to inspire young scientific minds and feed
their curiosity in the world around them.  The children
learn skills that will set them in good stead for when
they join the College and begin to study the Elements
science curriculum. 

Congratulations to Yu Tung Fung, William Roberts and
Kiran Sanganee for achieving Commendation certificates
from the British Physics Olympiad for their projects
investigating the motion of a slinky falling under gravity.  

They examined the
interplay of the
forces acting
on the slinky,
attempting
to explain
how the
slinky
appears 
to hover in 
mid-air before falling.

Ruidi Zhu also deserves to be congratulated for
achieving a Bronze Certificate in the Physics Olympiad
AS Challenge - Well done Ruidi! 

Shawn Guo did well to be awarded a Bronze Certificate
in the British Physics Olympiad Round 1 in January.  

Congratulations also to Tim Huang, Alvaro Sanchez
Martinez, Raphaelle de Rechniewski, Maggie Wang,
Charlie Ponting and Ben Hart who achieved
Commendations.

Scientific Experimintation
CREST is a STEM enrichment programme for young people
aged 5-19 years old aiming to help develop students’ scientific
skills through creativity, teamwork and time management.  

A group of enthusiastic scientists from Forms 5 and 6 have been
making great progress towards the Bronze CREST award this term.  

Tackling crucial investigations, such as, what makes toothpaste
minty, rollercoasters scary and lemonade bitter, the students have
enjoyed exploring the science behind each of these conundrums.
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Spring Concert
A 450th Celebration
This year’s Spring Concert was a wonderfully creative
showcase and an opportunity for the College’s musicians,
various ensembles and vocalists to demonstrate how much
their hard work, extra rehearsals and lunchtimes spent in the
Music School have paid off.  Donning our new 450th year 
T-shirts and encouraged by a captivated audience the students
performed throughout the evening with enthusiasm and real
dedication to their craft. 

Ensembles such as the Flute Group and Jazz Band had a complete
range of students including two from the Prep School, Jemima
Uzoka and Gabriela Twiss who have joined the College Orchestra
this year.   Jemima also played oboe alongside College students in
an Oboe Quartet - a wonderful opportunity for her.  

The evening began with a beautiful rendition of Return to Skye
performed by the String Ensemble.  They were accompanied by
Edward Marshall who also gave his first performance as a pianist
with the College Jazz Band later in the evening.   Rhetoricians,
Ruidi Zhu and Emily Connor, gave very accomplished
performances playing the first movement of a Beethoven’s
Sonata and Doppler’s Hungarian Pastoral Fantasie respectively.

For the first time in a Spring Concert we had a ‘Drum Duel’
featuring Poets Henry Stuckey and Leo Carr (accompanied on
bass guitar by Mr Coombs and Oliver Martin on electric guitar)
giving the audience a real treat by playing the Beach Boy’s Wipe
Out and battling it out with flair and enthusiasm.  

Both senior and junior Rock Bands performed.  It was the first
concert performance for young guitarists Marley Cooper and Eva
van de Ven who were joined by Georgia Buraglio on guitar, Leo
Carr on drums and lending his vocal talents, Rhetorician & Rock
Band member Louie Seers.  

Oliver Martin on guitar joined Daniel Garvin on violin for their duet
Libertango by Piazzolla and gave a mesmerising performance of
two pieces from Roland Chadwick’s Letter from LA as part of the
Senior Guitar Trio with Miss Barreda and Mr Waters. 

Featured Vocalist Freya Burke displayed her ability to cover
different genres with ease by singing Toto’s Hold the Line with
Rock Band then channelling Ella Fitzgerald when performing with
Jazz Band.  Our Schola Cantorum was on fine form performing
The Carpenter’s Close to You and Queen’s Bohemian Rhapsody.

The College Orchestra, conducted by Mr Benham gave very
polished performances of the Overture to the Marriage of Figaro
by Mozart and an arrangement of the music from Disney’s
Beauty and the Beast.  For the finale, Orchestra were joined on
stage by Schola to perform a specially commissioned
arrangement of Elbow’s One Day Like This, a fitting end to a truly
memorable concert.  Thanks to all peripatetic staff who
contributed to this wonderful evening.

Evacuees for the Day
As part of our topic on WWII, the children in Form 6 spent the day as evacuees, to experience what it must
have been like for children living during the war.  The children came to school dressed as evacuees and had to
fill out identify cards that they carried with them the whole day.  Activities included discussions on the
positives and negatives of being an evacuee, making memory boxes and making plans for model Anderson
shelters.  Later in the day, the children learned how to march as they did in the Home Guard - lots of fun was
had with a visiting instructing officer!  The day ended with a tea dance. 

Rhetoric Geography Field Trips

In March the Rhetoric I geographers visited both Clacton-On-Sea and Stratford, east London to complete
investigations ‘in the field’.  Although the tail end of the ‘Beast from the East’ provided quite a wind chill we
were still able to interview a lot of locals and carry out our beach investigations in Clacton. 

There was a huge amount of dead crabs, starfish and other debris from the storms that had washed up on
the shore.  We spent the whole day investigating coastal processes and the entire class consequently slept
all the way back to the College! 

In Stratford we were investigating the impacts of the regeneration and so we got to see some of the older
residential areas versus the Olympic Park and other new infrastructure developments.  Some of the
highlights were the adventure playground in the Olympic Park and the new luxury flats and services in East
Village.  A good time was had by all despite the classic geography field trip weather conditions! 

Nurturing Budding Musical Talent
Around sixty children in Forms 3-6 participated in two concerts for instrumentalists and singers during the week
before half term. In over two hours of music-making, audiences were treated to a variety of solo, duet and
group performances on piano, voice, violin, guitar, ukulele, recorder, oboe and drum kit.  For some children it was
their first experience of performing before an audience, while others played two or even three instruments.  We
were pleased to see so many parents and grandparents in the appreciative audiences and grateful for the
support of the peripatetic staff who accompanied their pupils on the piano.
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World Book Day was celebrated in the College with two inspiring author visits.

Local author, Penny Joelson’s debut novel I Have No Secrets is one of the official 2018 World Book Day books, so
we invited Penny to speak to our Elements students about how she became a writer and what inspired her to
write this book. Her main character has cerebral palsy and Penny talked about how she spent time working with
disabled people when she was a teenager, which gave her the inspiration and insight to write this novel.  Penny
read a few pages from her book that had the students enthralled. 

Fleur Hitchcock, a popular author for the 10-13 age group, was the second author to visit.  Her novel, Murder in
Midwinter, was chosen for the national ‘Bookbuzz’ scheme this year and has just won the Salford Children’s Book
Award 2018.  Fleur spoke to Elements and Rudiments students about how her childhood experiences have
inspired her writing.  Students were also interested to hear about the background of Bus Stop Baby, a book that
was inspired by a true story of a baby being found in a phone box on Christmas Day.  Fleur proved so popular
with the students, that her books sold out during her visit; students have since been flocking to the Library to ask
for more of her titles. 

It was wonderful to have these two authors in College.  Students have been introduced to new ideas and new
books and been inspired to read more.  A special thank you must go to our local independent bookseller, Elaine
Penrose, for supporting our events and making such a huge range of titles available for our students to buy.

Boys’ Football Report
The Elements boys were keen from the start to learn
and develop as a cohesive football team.  A solid back 3
of Tobeya Ikeyina, Jed Chick and Ronan Hawes, the boys
had a stable base from which to build on.  In midfield,
Nathaniel Zaranyika and Thomas Buckle created a
dynamic and hard working partnership.  I look forward
to seeing the boys develop over the coming years at St
Edmund's and how they progress with their football.

The Rudiments have performed well this term and
won two games against Bishop’s Stortford High School
and St Albans School.  The performance against
Bishop’s Stortford was a delight as they dominated the
fixture from the outset and demonstrated the potential
they have. Jack Clemence scored a brilliant solo effort
in this fixture whilst the defence won many vital
tackles.  The squad are excited for the upcoming tour to
Villareal CF in the summer.

Although the Grammar boys narrowly lost their three
highly competitive fixtures, from my perspective as
coach I was pleased to see their team spirit and their
determination to keep challenging until the final
whistle.  Also encouraging was the way the team
adapted to team formation changes during matches.  
A short season but one that has shown great
improvement and the boys are excited to take this into
their next football season.

Syntax students played two fixtures with 1 win and 1
defeat.  The win came against St Albans on their home
field after a superb display from all involved.  Against St
Albans the performances of Tobenna Abana, Marco
Jacklin and Max Cheesman really impressed.  Next
season many players will be competing for 1st XI spots.

The 1st XI made a good start to the fixture list with a
comfortable 2-0 victory against Nobel School in the
Hertfordshire League and a 4-4 draw against St Albans
in a very entertaining fixture.  A much-disrupted term,
due to poor weather, has not helped the side to
develop their skills and work on improving the weak
areas.  Individually, George Demosthenous has been the
most consistent performer, proving to be a thorn in the
side of all opposition defences that he came up against.
Taymen Sargusingh has also had some great
performances, his tough tackling and endless running
setting a standard for other members of the team to
strive for.  Encouraging performances have also been
seen from Luis Culverhouse, Oliver Luck and Joshua
Brody who have all grown in confidence throughout
the term.   

MR CUNNAH

And in the Prep...
Pupils participated in World Book Day in style this year!  Children came into school dressed as characters from
their favourite books.  We welcomed several Harry Potters, a Pippi Longstocking, an Alice in Wonderland and a
whole host of other wonderful characters.  Well done to all the parents and children for such fantastic costumes!

The Prep also ran a Poetry competition to celebrate the day with winners from all classes.  The final two winners
were Amelia who won the Prep School Poetry Cup and Ava who was the winner of the Pre-Prep Poetry Cup.


